Planning the teaching inquiry cycle
The Environmental Education inquiry cycle is a continuous learning process.
The solid lines represent the opportunity for focussed teaching and learning ABOUT, IN or FOR the environment.
The dotted lines reflect the potential for on-going opportunities in these dimensions.

1. Dive in
•

What conservation
theme/context will you
base the learning in?

•

What is the relevance
to your local Place?

•

How does it build upon
prior learning?

2. Ask
•

Who else has taught in
this theme/context before?

•

What resources are
available?

•

Who can help provide the
local context/authentic
learning connection?

9. Review and reflect
•

What happened as a result of your teaching?

•

What conservation outcomes occurred?

•

What are the implications for future learning/
teaching?

What tools/equipment will be required?

•

Who can help?

•

Plan the risk management steps

Taking action
to restore, grow
and protect our
nature

Education ABOUT
the environment

3. Investigate

8. Implementing action
•

Developing
knowledge and
skills

•

Local places and people
to visit

•

Go and visit the sites for
yourself.

•

What are the health and
safety considerations?

•

What are the opportunities
for learning, investigating
and exploring?

7. Planning
for Action
•

Education FOR
the environment

•

What are the
opportunities in your
local environment for
students to contribute
to?

4. Extending thinking

What would the
conservation outcome/
contribution be? Look
like?

•

What observations can your
students make for themselves?

•

What data can they collect,
compare and analyse?

•

What tools and equipment do
you need to source/collate?

6. Sharing our findings
•

Share your planning/ideas with other
teachers/schools

•

What is the collaboration/sharing
opportunity?
-

Kids teaching kids?

-

Kids teaching teachers?

-

Sharing new learning and consolidating
knowledge and skills

5. Coming to conclusions
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•

What teaching strategies are most
likely to help your students learn?

•

How can your students apply
their learning to take action for
conservation?

Connecting
to nature and
Place
Education IN
the environment

Student inquiry learning cycle
The Environmental Education inquiry cycle is a continuous learning process. The solid lines represent the
opportunity for focussed teaching and learning ABOUT, IN or FOR the environment. The dotted lines reflect
the potential for ongoing opportunities in these dimensions.

Developing
knowledge and
skills

1. Dive in
•

What do we know
already?

•

Sharing experiences

•

Introducing knowledge

2. Ask
•

What are we wondering?

•

Which questions will we
investigate?

Education ABOUT
the environment

9. Review and reflect
•

How did it go?

•

What did we learn?

•

How did our action help?

•

What are the next steps?

3. Investigate

8. Implementing action
Taking action
to restore, grow
and protect our
nature

•

How will we answer our
questions?

•

Finding out more
information

•

Sorting and organising
information

•

Understanding new
concepts

Connecting
to nature and
Place
Education IN
the environment

7. Planning for Action
•

What action will we take?

•

Which issues will this address?

4. Extending thinking

Education FOR
the environment

6. Sharing our
findings
•

Who is our audience?

•

Sharing knowledge and
experiences through citizen
science

•

Sharing our new
understandings

•

What does the information tell us?

•

Thinking about patterns/trends

•

Exploring values/perspectives

•

Do we need more information?

5. Coming to conclusions
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•

What did we find out?

•

Problem solving/creating new ideas

•

What are we going to do with our
new learning?

Stages in the inquiry cycle
Stage 1: Dive in
Introducing the topic and immersing students in the subject/ context. Taking into account prior
knowledge and experience, students and teachers can develop a learning sequence which will
meet learning needs and interests. Key concepts are introduced to form a foundation of
knowledge for a learning inquiry.
Key questions:
What do we know already?
Sharing experiences of marine reserves, introducing knowledge

Stage 2: Ask
Students now ask questions and further explore their ideas and how they relate to their prior
knowledge. Student questions can be grouped with one main ‘big/ essential’ question and
several minor questions for those needing more guidance. A big/ essential question has multiple
answers and is an open question, requiring extensive research to answer. This forms the
foundation of the inquiry. Students needing extension can have their own essential/big
question/s.
Key questions:
What are we wondering? What do we want to know?
Which questions will we investigate?

Stage 3: Investigate
At this stage of the inquiry, students are investigating their questions and further exploring the
topic. Their research should be driven by their interests and inquiry questions. Students can
follow lines of further inquiry to find out more information from relevant sources. They begin to
organise and filter information.
Key questions:
How will we answer our questions?
Which information is relevant to our inquiry?
How can we sort and organise the information?
What new concepts have I understood?

Stage 4: Extending thinking
At this stage of the inquiry, students are encouraged to use specific thinking skills to further
explore a topic and seek a deeper understanding. Students now take the information they have
gathered and begin to compare, contrast and sort. The information connects to what they
already know or supports them forming new concepts. At this stage, students also look into
aspects of social inquiry: values and perspectives and consider people’s responses and
decisions.
Key questions:
What does the information tell us?
Can we see any patterns/ trends?
Do we need more information?
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Stage 5: Coming to conclusions
Look back at overall findings. Next, students take a holistic view of information they have
gathered, compared and organised. They begin to draw conclusions. Students make decisions
about the current situation for their marine environment and which issue is most engaging and
relevant to them.
Key questions:
What did we find out?
What new ideas have come from this information?
What are we going to do with our new learning?

Stage 6: Sharing our findings
Students can now share their ideas, information, conclusions and observations with a selected
audience. This can be a powerful link to community and lead to collaboration and further
information sharing. Sharing also helps students to consolidate their learning.
Key questions:
Who do we want to share this information with?
How can we communicate our new knowledge and ideas?
What does our audience think?

Stage 7: Planning for action
Students now create a brief, outlining their action and how it will target the focus issue. Now
there is a focus for action they can begin to plan how they will take action for their marine
environment.
Key questions:
What can we do to help this situation- what action will we take?
What issue(s) will this address?

Stage 8: Implementing action
Now it’s time to have fun and take action. Students work in a real marine context to apply their
learning and understanding to take action. The action should target the focus issue and aim to
create a positive future for their local marine environment.
Key questions:
Are we following our brief and criteria?
Is our action making a difference?

Stage 9: Review and reflect
After carrying out an environmental action, students can now reflect on how it went. This may
lead to further inquiry. Reviewing and reflecting is also helpful at each stage of the inquiry
learning cycle.
Key questions:
How did it go?
What did we learn?
How did our action help?
What are the next steps?
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